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An artin algebra R has left dominant dimension at least n, written 
dom. dim. RR 3 n, in case the first n terms of the minimal injective 
resolution of RR are projective. The left and right dominant dimensions of 
R are equal (see [lo, 12, 1.51). We denote both the dual functors 
Hom,( ~, R) by ( )*. Then dom. dim. R 3 1 if and only if the functor ( )** 
preserves monomorphisms in R - Mod and dom. dim. R B 2 if and only if 
( )** is left exact on R-Mod (see [IS]). These topics are treated in more 
generality in [6], [7], and [S]. 
Nakayama [13] proposed a conjecture which is equivalent to the 
following: If R is a finite-dimensional algebra over a field and 
dom. dim. R = co, then R is QF, i.e., self-injective (for a thorough account 
see [ 151 and [31]). Here we consider Nakayama’s conjecture in the setting 
of artin algebras and in light of the connection between dominant dimen- 
sion and exactness properties of the double dual functors. We show that if 
dom. dim. R 2 2 then R is QF if and only if every simple left ideal of R is 
reflexive. If dom. dim. R 2 3 then. R is QF if and only if Ext(M, R) = 0 for 
every finitely generated reflexive left R-module M. We then give necessary 
and sufficient conditions for an artin algebra having infinite dominant 
dimension to be QF. If R has infinite dominant dimension and M is the left 
socle of R, then Ext’ (W(M)*, R) =0 for i= 1, 2,..., IZ (where Q”(M) 
denotes the y1 th syzygy module of M). Furthermore, in this situation, R is 
QP’ if and only if there exists a positive integer IZ such that 
Ext”+’ (P(M)*, R).=O. Our results show that Nakayama’s conjecture is 
true for the class of artin algebras for which the left socle M of R has 
repeating kernels (i.e., there exists IZ such that every indecomposable direct 
summand of 52’(M) is a summand of 52”(M) for some m > n). They also 
show that the conjecture is true in the class of artin algebras for which 
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there is a positive integer n with the property that, fsr any module 
Ext” + l (M, R) =O whenever Ext’(M, R) =O for I d i<n. These ob 
vations admit simple proofs of the conjecture in various cases in which it is 
already known. 
We find the setting of artin algebras to be convenient. 
valid for any left and right artinian ring for which the injective envelope of 
every finitely generated module is finitely generated 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let R be an artin algebra [2]. A module M in R- od has dominant 
dimension at least n, written dom. dim. A43 n, in case the first y1 terms of 
the minimal injective resolution of A4 are projective and we write don;. d 
M = cc if dom. dim. M3 n for all YE. Then dom. dim. ,.+R = dom. dim. 
(see [lo, Theorem 1.11 or [15, Theorem 7.7]), and this ~~rnens~Q~ is the 
dominant dimension of the ring R (dom. dim. R). In this section we 
investigate the question of which algebras of dominant dimension 2 or 3 
are QF. 
Recall that since R is an artin algebra the injective envelope of any 
tinitely generated module is finitely generated so that the injective modules 
which occur in the minimal injective resolution of any finitely generated 
module are all finitely generated. We denote both the dual functors 
om,(-,R):R-Mod-+Mod-R and Hom,( _, R) : Mod - 
R - Mod by ( )*, and we denote the usual evaluation map M -+ 
an R-module M, by c,,, (see [ 1, pp. 244-2451). Then A4 is I 
(reflexive) if crM is a monomorphism (an isomorphism). We recall that any 
torsionless module is a submodule of a direct product of copies of R, and 
hence, since products of projectives are projective in our setting 1141, tor- 
sionless injective modules are projective. In particular, finitely generated 
torsioniess injective modules are reflexive. 
Suppose the double dual functor preserves monomorphisms in 
Equivalently R is QF- 3 [S, Theorem I] (and the double dual preserves 
monomorphisms in Mod-R), so let e, S be idempotents such that Re and.fiR 
are minimal faithful left and right ideals of R, respectively (see [IS, 
Sect. 51). Define functors 
T =fR Q _ :R-Mod -+ f Rf-Mod, 
T’ = _ @ Re: Mod-R --) Mod-eRe, 
D = Horn& _, f Re): j’RfMod 4 Mod-eRe, 
D’ = HomeRe ( _, f Re): Mod-eRe + f Rf 
S = HornfRf (fR, _ ): fRf- 
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and 
S’ = HomeRe (Re, _ ): Mod-eRe -+ Mod-R. 
Then T and T’ are exact, S and s’ ae left exact, To S and To s’ are 
naturally equivalent to the identity functors, T’a ( )* 2 Do T, 
To ( )* z D’o T’, and D:fRf--Mod *Mod-eRe: D’ define a Morita duality 
(see [6, p. 5501, for example). Furthermore, there are natural transfor- 
mations v: lRwMod+S~T (v’: 1 Mod-R -+ s’ @ T’) and T: lfRfMod -+ 
D’oD (z’: lMod-eRp -+ DOD’) (see [6, Sect. 21, [15, Sect. 51, or [ll]). We 
say that M in R-Mod (Mod-R) is closed if V~ (vz) is an isomorphism and 
that A in fRfMod (Mod-eRe) is (D, D’) rejlexive if r,,, (7;) is an 
isomorphism. 
We recall that the double dual functors ( )**: R-Mod --+ R-Mod and 
( )**: Mod-R -+ Mod-R are left exact if and only if dom. dim. R>2 [5, 
Theorem 21 and that if dom. dim. R 2 2, then an R-module M is closed if 
and only if dom. dim. &I> 2 [6, Lemma 1.31. Further, since So T is left 
exact, an R-module A4 is closed if and only if there is an exact sequence 
with N, and N, closed (see [14, Proposition 4.5.61). In particular, since for 
M finitely generated in R-Mod there is an exact sequence 
M* is closed whenever R is closed (finite generation is not really needed 
here [6, pp. 5561). 
1.1. LEMMA. Let R be an artin algebra and assume that dom. dim. R > 2. 
Then 
(a) If M is a finitely generated left or right R-module then 
(ker gM)* = (coker cM)* = 0; 
(b) If M is a finitely generated left or right R-module then M is 
reflexiv< if and only if A4 is closed [ 10, Theorem 3.31. 
Proof. Since D: f Rf-Mod -Mod-eRe: D’ defines a Morita duality, 
finitely generated f Rf-modules are (D, D/)-reflexive (see [9]), Hence, if M 
in R-Mod is finitely generated then T(M), being finitely generated, is 
(D, D’)-reflexive. Since this statement remains true if we replace the duality 
(D, D’) by an equivalent one, we can (and do) make the identifications 
DoT=To( )* and D’oT’=To( )* ( see [6, Theorem 2.27) and we then 
have that zrCMj= T(G~) by [6, Lemma 2.51, so T(o,) is an isomorphism. 
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Then (a) follows from the exactness of the sequence 
T(o.M) 
0 -+ T(ker c,,+,) -+ T(M) -----+ T(M**) + T(coker o,~,) + 0 
and the fact that Ker T= Ker ( )” (see [S, the proof of Theorem I]). 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Assume that R is an artin algebra and that 
dona. dim. R >/ 2. The following are equizzlent. 
(1) RisQF; 
(2) The double dual functor ( )** is exact on R-Mod; 
(3) The double dual functor ( )** is exact on exact sequences Qf 
finitely generated modules in R-Mod; 
(4) Every simple left ideal of R is rejlexil;e; 
(5) Every simple left ideal of R is closed. 
Pvoo$ (1) 3 (2) and (2) * (3) are clear and, since ( )* * preserves 
monomorphisms in Mod-R, (3) * (1) follows for the artin algebra R by the 
argument given in [7, Remark (d)]. If R is QF, finitely generated modules 
are reflexive so (I) =$- (4) (see [I, Exercise 13, p. 286-j). Parts (4) and (5) 
are equivalent by Lemma 1.1. To see that (5) => ( 1 ), assume (5), and sup- 
pose first that A4 is any finitely generated left R-module with closed socle S. 
Then if E is the injective envelope of M (and of S) then ,CJS has a 
tive injective envelope so the socle of E/S is closed by (5). Thus we may 
inductively show that every composition factor of R is closed so that, 
particular, every simple left R-module is isomorphic to a left ideal of 
Any such QF-3 artin algebra is QF (Re is an injective generator). 
We now let 
be a fixed minimal injective resolution of R, and record the following sim- 
ple observation. 
1.3. PR~F~sITI~N. For an artin algebra R, the following are equivalent. 
(I) Dom.dim. R&n; 
(2) o-,R**-,E8*--,E::~i:-,..~EE,**r 
is exact. 
Proof. (1) G- (2) is clear since R and Ej, i= I,..., yz- 1, are reflexive if 
dom. dim. R b n. Assume (2). Then the following commutative diagram has 
exact rows. 
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Since R is essential in E0 it is clear that oO is a monomorphism and hence 
an isomorphism (since E, is, then, finitely generated and projective). Since 
Im d, is essential in E, and oR is an isomorphism it follows that 0, is a 
monomorphism and hence an isomorphism. Inductively, each oi is a 
monomorphism and each Ei is projective. 
1.4. LEMMA. rf ( )**: R-Mod + R-Mod preserves monomorphisms and 
E is a torsionless injective right R-module then the functor 
Hom,( ( _ )*, E): R-Mod --f Ab is exact. 
ProoJ If O-+A-+B-+C+O is exact in R-Mod and O+C*+B*-+ 
A * --f Z -+ 0 is exact in Mod-R then since ( )** preserves monomorphisms 
Z* = 0. But then since E is torsionless, and hence a submodule of a direct 
product of copies of R, Horn, (Z, E) = 0 so since E is injective the sequence 
0 -+ Horn, (A*, E) + Hom,(B*, E) -+ Horn, (C*, E) -+ 0 
is exact. 
1.5. THEOREM. Assume that R is an artin algebra and dom. dim. R > 3. 
The following are equivalent. 
(1) R is QF, 
(2) Ext(M, R) = 0 for every finitely generated reflexive left R-module 
M; 
(3) For any finitely generated rejlexive left R-module M, if 
O+M-+Q,+Q,-Q,- .., 
is a minimal injective resolution of M, then the sequence 
is exact; 
(4) Every finitely generated reflexive left R-module M has dom. dim. 
Ma33; 
(5) Every finitely generated reflexive left R-module M has dom. dim. 
M= co. 
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PVOOJ: (1) * (2) since a QF ring is self-injective. Assume (2), let 
R-Mod be finitely generated, and let 
fo /I 
O+M+Q,- Q,-+ Q2- ... 
be a minimal injective resolution of M. Consider the following com- 
mutative diagram (where we denote Horn, (X, Y) by (X, Y)). 
I I 1 / O-+ Of*> Eo) -+ (Qt, Ed -+ (Q:, E,) -+ (Q:, E,) 
I i 
o-t(M*,E,)-t(Q,*,E,)-t(Q:,E,) 
I I 0 --+ CM*> W --+ (Q:, Ed 
Since dom. dim. R 3 3, the second, third, and fourth rows are exact by 
Lemma 1.4. Since M* and (2: are reflexive, the columns are exact by (2). It 
follows that the first row is also exact. Thus (3) holds. Assume (3) and let 
M in R-Mod be finitely generated and reflexive. Let Qi be as in (3), 
i = 0, I, 2. In the commutative diagram 
OM, OO, and (TV are isomorphisms since M is closed and finitely 
generated. Since the rows are exact and Im fi is essential in Q2 it follows 
that (TV is a monomorphism, hence Qz is finitely generated and projective 
so dom. dim. Ma 3. If M is a finitely generated closed left R-module with 
minimal injective resolution 
.h fi 
O-+M+Qo-Q,- *-a ‘.. 
and (4) holds, then the Qi are finitely generated and projective for 
k = 0, 1, 2. Then by (4), since Im f0 is closed, Q3 is also finitely generated 
4X1:94/2-19 
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and projective. Inductively, all the Qi are finitely generated and projective. 
Hence (5) holds. Finally, assume (5). We shall show that every simple right 
ideal M of R is reflexive. If M is projective this is clear so we may assume 
that the exact sequence 0 --f L + R + M -+ 0 where L is a maximal right 
ideal of R does not split. Then E, is the injective envelope of L so, since L 
is closed (R and the injective envelope of M are closed), (5) implies that 
E,/L is closed and hence reflexive by Lemma 1.1. Thus we have the follow- 
ing commutative diagram with exact rows. 
O+ M -+M**+cokero,-tO 
ia 1^ I 
O-tR/L+E,/L+ E,/R -+O 
a is an isomorphism and, since ( )** preserves monomorphisms and E,/L 
is reflexive, /3 is a monomorphism. Hence y is a monomorphism. But then 
since EJR is torsionless, coker gM is torsionless too, so Lemma 1.1 implies 
that y = 0. Thus M is reflexive. Hence (5) 3 (1) by Proposition 1.2. 
2. NAKAYAMA'S CONJECTURE 
If M is a finitely generated left R-module and 
is a minimal projective resolution of M we denote ker 6, by Q-?“(M). We 
also continue the notation of Section 1. Our next two results show that if R 
is an artin algebra for which Nakayama’s conjecture is false and M is the 
left socle of R, then, for every positive integer 12, Ext’ (&Y(M)*, R) = 0 for 
1 <i<n, and Ext”+’ (fin(M)*, R)#O. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose R is an artin algebra and dom. dim. 
R 3 n + 1 3 2. Let M be a finitely generated torsionless left R-module. Then 
Ext’(Q’(M)*, R) = 0 for 1 < i < n. 
ProoJ: Let K, = Q”(M). Since, in the exact sequence 
O+K,-+P,-+P,-,-+ ... +P,-+P,-+M+O 
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the P, are finitely generated and projective (and re exive) and since ( )** 
is left exact, it follows that K, is reflexive. Hence, using Lemma 1.4 and the 
fact that the P” are projective, the following diagram is commutative with 
exact rows and columns (exactness of the first row at P$* follows from the 
hypothesis that M is torsionless and exactness of the left-hand column 
follows by a diagram chase), and the exactness of the left-hand column 
gives the conclusion of the proposition. 
0 ---f (K;; E,) -+ (P;: E,) + 
1 ?. 
--f (PO*, E,) -+ (iv*, &) + 0 
A 
-+(Po*,E,)+(f&E,)+O 
-+ (P;: E,) + (M*, E,) -+ 0 
2.2. THEOREM. Suppose R is un artin algebra with dom. dim. R = a. The 
,foliowing are equivalent. 
(I) R is QF; 
(2) For each simple left ideal M of R, there is a positive integer n such 
that Ext” + l(L?n(M)*, R) = 0; 
(3) rf M is the left socle of R, there is a positive integer n such that 
ExV+‘(Q”(M)*, R) = 0. 
Prooj If M is either a simple left ideal or the left socle of R and II is the 
given positive integer, then letting K, = Q”(M) we have the following com- 
mutative diagram with exact rows and columns as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.1. 
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0 0 0 0 
I I 
O+ K** n -+ p+* n 
I I 
O+ UC, Ed -+ (P,*, E,) + 
i I 
O+ (K,*,E,) --t (P,*, El) + 
I P I .. -+ PO** 3 M*” 
I I 
.. + (P,*,E,) + (M*,E,,) +O 
I 
. . -+ (P;, E,) + (M*, E,) +O 
.. --) (qj En) + (M”, E,) -0 
Oj(K,*,E,+,)-,(P,*,E,+,)j ... -(f’o*,E,+,)+ (M*,E,+,)+O 
I I I 
Furthermore, since Ext”+ ’ (K,*, R) = 0, a diagram chase shows that p is an 
epimorphism. But then since P, and P,, are reflexive it follows that M is 
reflexive. Thus R is QF by Proposition 1.2. 
2.3. COROLLARY. Suppose R is an artin algebra and dom. dim. R = co. 
Let M denote the left socle of R. Then for every positive integer n, 
Exti,,(W(M)* @ Re, Re) = 0 for 1 <i<n. 
Furthermore, R is QF $and only if 
Ext$‘(Q*(M)* @ Re, Re) = 0 for some n. 
ProoJ: Recalling the notation of Section 1, first note that 
T’(4) 
0 + Re = T’(R) -+ T’(E,,) - T(E,)+ ..* 
is a minimal injective resolution of Re in Mod-eRe. Since the E, are finitely 
generated projective and injective, this follows immediately from 
[15, Lemma 8.21. Thus for any closed module X in Mod-R, it follows that 
Ext’(X, R) z ExtL,,(T’(X), Re) (Hom,(X, R) g Hom,,,(T’(X), Re) 
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canonically [14, Lemma 4.4.11). Thus since the Q”(M)* are closed, the 
Corollary follows from Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.2. 
For any ring R and R-module ikf, an injective resolution 
is said to be ultimately closed if there exists a positive integer y1 such that 
for each indecomposable direct summand W of Im f, there exists m < n 
such that W is isomorphic to a direct summand of Im f,,, (see [ 15, Sect. 8 ] 
for a discussion). We now employ Corollary 2.3 to give a proof of the 
following result originally proved by Miiller (see [12], or [“i 5, 
Theorem 8.31). 
2.4. COROLLARY (Miiller). rf R is an artin algebra with 
dom. dim. R = a, and if the minimal injective resolution of Re in Mod-e 
is ultimately closed, then R is QF. 
Proof: Since, as in the proof of Corollary 2.3, 
T’(&) 
0 + Re -+ T’(&) - T’(E,)+ “. 
is a minimal injective resolution of Re in Mod-eRe, we have, for any % in 
Mod-eRe, 
Ex&(X, Re) 2 ExtrRe(X, Im T’(dip2)). 
Let n be the given positive integer such that every indeGomposable direct 
summand of Im T’(d,) is a direct summand of some earlier image. Let Im 
T’(d,) = W, 0 ... 0 W, where each Wi is an indecomposable direct sum- 
mand of Im T’(d,,,,), m(i) < n. Then letting X= 52”’ ‘(iM)* @ Re we have 
ExtgA2(X, Re) E Ext&X, Im T’(d,)) 
E OExt,,,(X, Wi) 
and each Ext++(X, Wi) is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
ExteRe(X, Im T’(d,,,,)) z Ext:i?+‘(X, Re) 
which equals zero by Corollary 2.3 since m(i) -t 2 < n + 1. Thus R is QB; by 
Corollary 2.3. 
We say that a finitely generated R-module has repeated kernels in case 
there is a positive integer n such that for each i~decomposabie direct su 
mand W of Q’(M) there exists an integer m > n such that W is isomorphic 
to a direct summand of Qnm(M). 
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2.5. COROLLARY. If R is an artin algebra with dom. dim. R = GO, and if 
the Ieft socle of R has repeated kernels, then R is QF. 
ProoJ: Let A4 denote the left socle of R and suppose 
Q,“(M) = W, @ . ’ ’ 0 W, where each W, is an indecomposable direct sum- 
mand of &Y(‘)(M) with m(i) > n. Then 
Ext”+ ‘(GY(M), R) G @ Ext”+ ‘( Wj, R) 
and each Ext”+‘(Wi, R) is a summand of Ext”+‘(Q”“‘(M), R) which 
equals zero by Proposition 2.1 since n + 1 d m(i). Thus R is QF by 
Theorem 2.2. 
One can use Corollary 2.5 to deduce Nakayama’s conjecture in several of 
the same situations in which it can be deduced from Corollary 2.4 (see [ 15, 
Sect. 81). For example, if R has finite global dimension, or if R/J” is of 
finite representation type where J k + ’ = 0 and J is the radical of R (since 
the 52”(M) are R/J” modules), or iffRf has finite representation type (since 
the .CY(A4)* are closed), Corollary 2.5 applies. However, if K is a field and 
R = K[x, VI/(X’, v”), then R is QF but the simple R-module does not have 
repeated kernels. 
We suspect that Proposition 2.1, Theorem 2.2, and Corollary 2.3 really 
show that Nakayama’s conjecture is true for a fairly large class of artin 
algebras. For example, Nakayama’s conjecture is true for: 
(a) the class of artin algebras R for which there is an integer n such 
that for any reflexive module A4 for which Ext’(M, R) = 0 for 1 d i < n, it is 
also true that Ext”+ ‘(M, R) = 0; and 
(b) the class of QF-3 artin algebras R for which there is a positive 
integer n such that for any X in Mod-eRe for which Extl,(X, Re) = 0 for 
3 < id n, it is also true that ExtzR+ei(X, Re) = 0. 
The first of these includes those algebras R for which the minimal injective 
resolution of R, is ultimately closed. This follows from the isomorphisms 
Ext’(X, R) 2 Ext(X, Im dip?), i> 2, for any module X. Similarly, the 
second includes those algebras which satisfy the hypothesis of 
Corollary 2.4. 
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